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Abstract
First collect some information, then choose an action. Choices in such contexts that appear
to be mistakes under complete information may in fact be optimal under incomplete information;
if collecting information is costly it is optimal to be not-fully-informed when the expected costs
of information exceed the expected benefits of information. But when can an observer conclude
that a mistake resulting from a choice to be inattentive was not optimal? Using an online experiment I investigate the causes of apparent mistakes, breaking out the choice process into three
stages: the upfront intent-to-collect information, the actual information collection, and the processing of that collected information into action. This multi-part design allows me to estimate
within-subject bounds on attention costs and distinguish apparent mistakes due to optimal inattention separately from mistakes that are inconsistent with standard information cost functions.
I find that 75% of apparent mistakes are due to optimal inattention, but a significant minority
of mistakes are nonoptimal. Some participants reveal relevant information but fail to choose
the best subsequent action, and this ineffective attention accounts for 12% of mistakes. Some
participants choose to collect information but quit before the relevant information is revealed,
and this dynamic inconsistency accounts for 8% of mistakes. Only 5% of mistakes occur at the
intent-to-collect information stage, suggesting that a lack of awareness of information benefits
and costs is not the primary driver of mistakes.
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Introduction

Gathering information is costly. Yet it can inform a decision-maker about the available options.
When the cost of collecting information exceeds the benefit, it is optimal for a decision-maker to
make their decision under incomplete information. For example, overpaying is optimal when, in
expectation, the cost of finding a lower price is greater than the savings.
The theoretical literature on attention describes the process by which decision-makers (DMs)
collect information and make choices. Two seminal papers in this literature are Sims (2003) and
Caplin and Dean (2015), who create and generalize models of attention as follows: A DM chooses
to be attentive or inattentive to information based on the relative cost and benefit of applying
attention to collect information. While the DMs attention decision is optimal ex ante, it may
generate mistakes in the actual choice ex post. Following the literature, I use the term mistake to
describe an action that does not maximize the DMs expected payo under the scenario of complete
information, recognizing that the action that generates the mistake may be ex ante optimal under
incomplete information.
The aim of this paper is to identify the different types of mistakes that individuals make,
including the extent to which mistakes are ex ante optimal or nonoptimal, and their causes. I
conduct an online experiment in which the innovation is to break out the decision process into
three distinct stages: a participants upfront intent-to-collect information, her actual information
collection, and her use of that information to make a choice.1 Examining where in the decision
process the mistake occurs allows me to classify mistakes as optimal or nonoptimal and the reasons
for each.
In the limited attention literature, decision-makers have an internal attention cost function that
determines the expected cost of collecting information. While this internal attention cost function
is unobservable to experimental researchers, I describe in Section 2 how I infer bounds on its
structure from a participant’s stated intent-to-collect information and the benefits to the participant
of that information, which I manipulate in the experiment. The participant’s choice data reveals
enough about the attention cost function to categorize the cause of an observed mistake as optimal
inattention (OI), nonoptimal information collection, or nonoptimal use of information.
I find that 75% of participant mistakes are cases of optimal inattention (OI), where the cost
of collecting information is estimated to be larger than the expected benefit. However, I also
1
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identify two casues of nonoptimal mistakes that were not previously documented in the literature
on attention choice. The first is ineffective attention, which occurs when a participant has the
information to make the optimal action choice but fails to do so, and accounts for 12% of observed
mistakes. Another cause is dynamic inconsistency, which occurs when a participant makes internally
inconsistent choices across time – for example, when a participant initially states their intent-tocollect information but later makes a choice without having collected that information. Dynamic
inconsistency can explain 8% of observed mistakes. The remaining 5% of mistakes occur at the
intent-to-collect stage.
To learn more about the ways in which participants differ from the decision-makers in limited
attention models I split the single information collecting stage used in many models into intent-tocollect versus information-collection. I permit participants to diverge from theoretical DMs in the
attention literature by allowing for nonoptimal mistakes. The design allows for nonoptimal mistakes
at each of the three stages of the choice process as follows:
1. Intent-to-collect stage: internal inconsistencies can occur, e.g., when a participant states an
intent-to-collect information to obtain a specific benefit, but also states an intent-to-not-collect
the same information for a larger benefit.
2. Information-collection stage: dynamic inconsistency can occur, e.g., when a participant actually collects less information than they stated in the intent-to-collect stage.
3. Action stage: ineffective attention can occur, e.g., when a participant collects sufficient information to identify the optimal action but fails to choose it.
While a single participant mistake can always be explained as OI by assuming high attention
cost, a set of choices made by a participant implies some bounds on their attention cost, and these
bounds can be used to rule out OI in some cases.2 Practically this is done by testing if a participant’s
choices are consistent with the axioms of Caplin and Dean (2015), which are necessary and sufficient
conditions for a dataset to be generated by optimal decision-making under general attention costs
and information benefits.
The experiment has 10 paid rounds and in each round there are two equally probable states. A
participant wins a monetary prize in a round if they correctly predict the state. The experiment
presents the problem to participants as the opportunity to predict the binary element (red or blue)
2
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that follows a specific prompt, and the prompt is presented as a sequence of binary elements.3 In
each round there is a finite set of possible sequences that act as prompts (e.g., all binary sequences
of length four), and each sequence has one randomly-determined state that follows. The number of
possible sequences in the round determines the expected time it will take a participant to learn the
true state that follows their specific prompt.
Zhong (2019) shows that the theoretically optimal information collecting process for a decisionmaker in a context like the experiment – with two states and a prior belief they are equally likely –
involves observing a Poisson process and stopping immediately after the arrival of a signal that fully
reveals the state. The experiment imposes this Poisson process information flow on participants but
allows them to stop at a time of their choosing. A participant who stops before, or significantly after,
the fully revealing signal arrives will incur unnecessary time costs without any marginal information
benefits. A decision-maker in a limited attention model with constant time costs would not exhibit
this dynamically inconsistent pattern of behaviour.
The experiment informs a participant of the prize values and expected time at the beginning of a
round, then the participant decides whether they want to collect information or make an uninformed
guess. Gathering information takes time, but an uninformed guess of the state provides a 50%
chance of winning and allows a participant to proceed immediately to the next round. Participants
who choose to collect information face a Poisson process information flow. This information flow is
framed as the opportunity to randomly sample one sequence every 10 seconds (with replacement)
and observe the state that follows. The participant can record this observation in a table with a
button click. Only one of the sequences in the finite set is relevant for the participant, and when
that sequence is observed (the arrival of the Poisson signal) the state is fully revealed, improving
the (theoretical) probability of winning a prize from 50% to 100%. A participant’s ex ante choice to
collect information for a given prize is thus made under known information benefits and is affected
by their personal (and unobserved) attention costs.
In the first stage of a round a participant faces a list of prize values and must decide ex ante for
each prize whether to collect information or guess the state immediately and proceed to the next
round. In each round, the experiment randomly selects one prize and implements the participant’s
choice for that prize. This first stage data allows for classification of attention choices into “optimal” – those that are optimal given the known information benefits and implied attention costs –
3
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and “suboptimal” – those choices which imply a participant could have achieved greater expected
monetary benefits for the same expected attention costs. Seventy-five percent of the mistakes I
observe in the experiment are identified as OI at this stage.4
The second stage of a round is the actual collecting of information. Every 10 seconds, one of the
sequences is randomly drawn, and the state that follows is displayed. The participant may collect
this information in a table with a button click but if they fail to click within the 10-second window
the information is not added to the table for future reference. Participants can stop collecting
information at any time and use the table to make a third stage action choice. I identify cases
of dynamic inconsistency when a participant stops before drawing the relevant sequence, because
they previously indicated a preference to collect information to improve their probability of winning
a prize, but by stopping before drawing the relevant sequence they indicate that preference has
changed. Dynamic inconsistency accounts for 8% of all mistakes I observe in the experiment. The
information collecting process can be described as optimal dynamic information acquisition with
two states, a flat prior, and information that arrives in a Poisson point process.
In the third stage of a round, participants must choose an action. Participants may either use the
information they have collected in the table to make a specific prediction of the state (red or blue),
or they may randomize. Randomization is programmed to win the prize with 51% probability to
eliminate indifference. I identify cases of ineffective attention when a participant chooses an action
other than that which maximizes expected payoffs given the information collected in the second
stage. Ineffective attention accounts for 12% of all mistakes I observe in the experiment.
There are two environments of the third stage, and all participants complete five rounds of each
environment. In the automatic environment a participant is prevented from making any prediction
of their own, but the computer will choose optimally on their behalf using the information the
participant collected in the second stage. In contrast, in the manual environment participants are
required to choose an action. By measuring a participant’s choices in both environments I can
estimate their attention cost as a sum of time cost (affecting both environments) and cognitive cost
(affecting only the manual environment). Participants tend to pay equal amounts of attention in
the automatic and manual environments, suggesting cognitive cost is small relative to time cost.
To summarize the experimental outcomes, participant choice data is highly consistent with the
axioms of Caplin and Dean (2015), implying that participants make attention choices as if they have
4
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a known attention cost function. 75% of all observed mistakes are the result of optimal inattention
in the intent-to-collect stage, but two types of nonoptimal mistakes that are novel in this context
are observed in the information collecting and processing stages.
Section 2 outlines a model of costly attention, the experiment design, and the testable conditions
the model imposes on the experiment data. Section 3 details the results of the experiment. Section
4 reviews related literature and the contributions of this experiment, and Section 5 concludes.
Appendix A contains details on the theory of Caplin and Dean (2015) and how it maps to this
experiment. Appendices B and C contain experiment screenshots and a full copy of the instructions.
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Model and Experiment Design

Consider a decision-maker (DM) who has the opportunity to collect information before making a
choice, and for whom collecting information is costly. This problem has often been described as a
two-part process: first the DM chooses an information structure at a cost, then chooses the action
with the greatest expected benefit given the new beliefs (posteriors) formed by the information
structure. For a very general set of attention costs and information structures, Caplin and Dean
(2015) showed that choice data generated by such a process must satisfy two conditions. First, each
final action choice must be optimal given the posterior.5 Second, the information structure choices
must be collectively optimal.6
Choosing the best action given the information at hand is a familiar context, but the first
stage choice of information structure and the process of forming beliefs given that structure is an
abstract context and there have been many novel modeling approaches to reflect this Sims (2003);
Manzini and Mariotti (2007, 2014); Gabaix (2014); Enke (2017); Caplin et al. (2018). This paper
presents a three-stage choice process experiment in which the information structure is decomposed
and measured in two distinct stages: intent to collect information and collection of information.
The third stage is typical, a DM chooses an action given the available information.
The underlying decision problem is to predict the binary state (red circle or blue triangle) that
follows a specific sequence of binary elements, with correct predictions awarded a monetary prize.
Participants can immediately randomize their prediction and be correct with 51% probability, or
incur time costs to improve their probability of a correct prediction by collecting information. A
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participant who collects information is shown a randomly drawn sequence and the state that follows
every 10 seconds.7 If the randomly drawn sequence matches the specific sequence from the decision
problem, the state is fully revealed, but all other randomly drawn sequences have no information
about the state. In this very simple environment it is possible to distinguish three sources of
mistakes: optimal inattention, dynamic inconsistency, and ineffective attention. In the first stage
participants can choose not to collect information, and this inattention is often optimal for small
prizes and large expected time costs. In the second stage, participants can be impatient and stop
collecting information before possibly learning anything, which I attribute to dynamic inconsistency.
In the third stage, participants can fail to choose optimally despite being previously presented with
information fully revealing the state, which I call ineffective attention. Figure 1 outlines the three
stages as seen by an experiment participant and the interpretation of mistakes at each stage.

Figure 1: Timeline of Experiment
A three stage choice process experiment separating the intention to collect information from the
actual collection and use of information.
7
These sequences are drawn with replacement from the set of binary sequences of the same length as the sequence
presented in the decision problem. The length of sequence varies from 3 to 7 elements across rounds, doubling the
expected time with each additional element.
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Model Primitives
The DM is assumed to have a utility function over prize values (u(P ) ∈ R) and an expected utility
function that is linear in probabilities. There are two possible states of the world ω ∈ {R, B}
(red or blue), and the DM has correct prior belief µ(R) = µ(B) =

1
2.

There are three possible

actions a ∈ {r, b, g} (predict red, predict blue, or guess), and a gross payoff for each action-state
combination. Participants who choose action a = r when the true state is ω = R win prize P
with certainty. Participants who choose a = r when the true state is ω = B win nothing with
certainty.8 Participants who choose a = g win prize P with probability=51% regardless of the true
state. The 51% prize probability implies choosing a = g is the unique payoff-maximizing action for
a participant whose belief has not changed from the prior. Had I designed the experiment so that
choosing a = g resulted in 50% prize probability, the DM would be indifferent between all actions
when they believe both states are equally likely.
In each decision problem, the DM makes a first stage binary choice of information structure
π ∈ {π0 , πL } (where L is the length of preceding sequence for the round) and has some unobserved
expected attention cost K(π) ∈ R. An information structure is a mapping from the state to a set of
possible posteriors about the state. The inattentive information structure π0 generates the posterior
γ(R) =

1
2

because it collects no information to update the prior. The attentive information structure

πL generates a distribution of posteriors Γ(πL ) which depends on the number of IID observations,
but it always begins as γ(R) =

1
2

and eventually results in γ(R) =∈ {0, 1} as the IID sampling

process eventually reveals the state. I normalize the attention cost of being uninformed to zero
(K(π0 ) = 0).

First Stage: Intent to Collect Information
The choice to collect information is restricted to be binary. A DM who chooses the inattentive
information structure π0 must guess immediately with a 51% chance of winning the prize. Alternatively the DM may choose the attentive information structure πL to randomly sample sequences of
length L and record the states that follow each draw before making a prediction.The gross benefit
of choosing to collect information is therefore an improvement in the prize probability from 51% to
100%. Participants choose this for 20 different prize levels (P = {$0.25, $0.50, ..., $4.75, $5.00}) in
each of ten paid rounds with no feedback. The gross benefit is denoted G(π, A) where A denotes a
8
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unique decision problem.9 The net benefit is G(π, A) − K(π), where K(π) is not directly observed
but assumed to be known by the DM.
I assume that K(π) is increasing in the expected time to observe useful information and the
DM’s beliefs about their personal probability of ineffective attention. The expected time in seconds
is 10 ∗ 2L with L ∈ L = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. A DM faces each sequence length L twice, once in the manual
environment and once in the automatic environment. I assume K(π) can be split into additive
terms for time cost T (π) and cognitive cost C(π); T (π) is estimated using choices in the automatic
environment where there is plausibly no cognitive cost (just a need to click a button every 10
seconds), and C(π) is estimated by comparing choices in the automatic and manual environments.
Ten paid rounds vary the expected attention cost. Each of the five sequence length L conditions
are completed twice, once in the automatic environment and once in the manual environment. In
the manual environment only, participants report what they believe is their personal probability of
ineffective attention (q(π) ∈ R) using an incentive compatible binarized scoring rule Karni (2009);
Holt and Smith (2009).

Second Stage: Information Collection
Every 10 seconds, the experiment draws a random sequence and the subsequent state is revealed.
The DM has 10 seconds to add this observation to a table with a button click; when the next
observation is drawn, the previous observation can no longer be recorded. The observation table
is organized to exactly mirror the prediction task: the table presents every possible sequence, and
counts the frequency of observed red and blue states that follow. There is no limit on the length of
time spent collecting information (in the manual environment), but the state is fully revealed upon
observing the sequence of interest one time.
When a DM fails to add an observation to the table with a click, a difference is created between
the information that has been presented and the information that has been collected. When a missed
observation would have revealed the state, the “true” posterior differs from the “observed” posterior
that would be formed using only the recorded observations. When this occurs I classify participants
who could have collected information that revealed the state but failed to do so as demonstrating
ineffective attention, even though they could be classified as dynamically inconsistent if I were to
use the “observed” posterior.
9

A decision problem is a choice for a single prize in a single round, formally it is an element of
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Third Stage: Translating Information to Action
The IID nature of the prediction task restricts the posterior space to three possible beliefs: γ(R) ∈
{0, 21 , 1}, and until the relevant observation has been drawn, γ(R) =

1
2

is the only plausible belief.10

Because there are only three plausible posteriors and three actions, it is easy for me to check if a
participant chooses the optimal action given the available information.

Data
Participants completed ten paid rounds with no feedback, five in each of the automatic and manual
environments. In the automatic environment participants make attention decisions that incur time
costs but no cognitive costs, as the computer interprets the data a participant clicks and makes
the optimal prediction of red or blue as soon as the state is revealed. In the manual environment,
participants face the same set of decision problems but must interpret the data and choose an action
themselves.
Each participant provides their choice of information structure π ∈ {π0 , πL } in each decision
problem A. There are 10 paid rounds each with 20 prize levels requiring an attention choice; one
of the 20 choices is randomly realized and paid in each round, with no feedback. The ten paid
rounds followed a paid comprehension quiz and two practice rounds and with feedback. There is
no exogenous error in these environments; participants are informed that with enough time there is
always sufficient information to make a correct prediction and therefore there is always a positive
gross marginal benefit when choosing πL over π0 – G(πL ) = 21 u(P ).
In the manual environment only, a participant provides their belief they will make an error in the
prediction stage if they are collecting information using πL , defined as qL ∈ [0, 12 ]. The elicitation
mechanism uses a binarized scoring rule, where reporting truthfully is a dominant strategy and
invariant to risk attitudes (see Schotter and Trevino (2014) for a review of lab implemented belief
mechanisms, including the binary scoring rule used here and previously by Karni (2009) and Holt
and Smith (2009)).
Let IPi LE ∈ {0, 1} be the indicator variable equal to 1 if and only if participant i chose to pay attention with information structure πL when the prize was P in environment E ∈ {‘automatic0 , ‘manual0 }.
I suppress the variables for E and i whenever the context is a single decision environment or participant. I refer to a participant’s full set of binary information collecting choices as their attention
10
Formally an information structure maps from a state (ω, t) - where ω ∈ {R, B}, and t is the number of i.i.d. draws
observed - to a distribution of posteriors, but t is suppressed when it is not relevant.
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allocation.
The data from the first stage choice to collect information is my primary tool for analysis, but
participants also provide a prediction a ∈ {r, b, g} and (implicitly) a decision time t in each round.
The experiment records several other timestamps, including when it was first possible to form an
informed prediction, when the player actually clicked to collect prediction-relevant information, and
the posterior at the player’s decision time γt (R) ∈ {0, 21 , 1}.

Costly Information Representation
A choice dataset has a costly information representation if the DM:
(i) makes ex ante optimal choices of attention structure given expected costs and benefits: (πA ∈
arg maxπ∈Π {G(A, π) − K(π)}), and
(ii) their chosen action is optimal given their observed information:
P
P
( ω∈{R,B} γ(ω)u(a(ω)) ≥ ω∈{R,B} γ(ω)u(a0 (ω)) for all a0 ∈ {r, b, g}).
If a DM’s choices have a costly information representation, then the decision maker is behaving
as if they have a known attention cost function and optimally choose information and actions given
this function. Those with costly information representations have their choices modeled precisely
with the two-stage limited attention models.
The primary theoretical contribution of Caplin and Dean (2015) is their derivation of two testable
conditions that are necessary and sufficient for a state dependent stochastic choice dataset to have
a costly information representation. I am interested in whether experimental data has a costly
information representation to estimate the extent to which we can use limited attention models to
classify mistakes. If a choice dataset is indistinguishable from randomly generated data, classifying a
choice as OI is logically tenuous. But if a dataset has a costly information representation, classifying
a choice as OI is reasonable, and further we can interpret mistakes that are not OI using the language
of the model.
Experimental data differs from the theorists’ state dependent stochastic choice dataset in meaningful ways. The utility function u() is not known or directly observed, and the limited number of
observations for a given decision problem makes for coarse observation of the choice probabilities in a
given decision problem. However, the experimental data is richer than a state dependent stochastic
choice dataset in some dimensions because I can directly observe the choice of information structure
π in each decision problem, as well as the exact information received. These differences in observables, require the costly information representation axioms to be modified for this context. I modify
10

the conditions of Caplin and Dean (2015) into the Optimal Action (Oa) and Optimal Information
(Oπ) conditions below to account for these differences between theoretical and experimental data.
Optimal Action (Oa) is a property of each decision problem, and requires that the observed
actions chosen are optimal given the posterior beliefs of the DM. In this decision environment, there
is a unique optimal action for any given posterior. It is necessary that:
a = g ⇐⇒ γ(R) =

1
2

(Oa)

a = r ⇐⇒ γ(R) = 1
a = b ⇐⇒ γ(R) = 0
If condition (Oa) is not met, a participant has demonstrated ineffective attention. The condition
(Oa) is this experiment’s analogue to Caplin and Dean (2015)’s NIAS condition, defined in the
appendix.
Optimal information (Oπ) is a property of the entire choice data set generated by a DM and
requires that there could be no gross payoff improvement by reassigning the chosen information
structures across decision problems. An example of a violation of (Oπ) can be generated with a DM
who faces an identical decision problem twice with the only difference being the prizes, P < P ∗.
If she used an information structure (say πL ) that improved her probability of receiving P by 12 ,
but chose to be uninformed (using π0 ) when πL was available and the gross benefit was 21 P ∗, then
her dataset fails (Oπ). The condition (Oπ) is this experiment’s analogue Caplin and Dean (2015)’s
NIAC condition, defined in the appendix.
In these binary choice environments, the optimal information condition (Oπ) can be checked
through a series of pairs of decisions.Each pair of decisions that have the same prize P or sequence
length L offers an opportunity for an information allocation mistake. Formally:

IP LE ≤ IP ∗LE

∀P, P ∗ ∈ P

s.t

P < P ∗;

∀L ∈ L

(Oπ1)

IP LE ≥ IP L∗E

∀L, L∗ ∈ L s.t

L < L∗;

∀P ∈ P

(Oπ2)

To satisfy (Oπ1), if a participant collected information when the sequence length was L for
prize P in environment E ∈ {auto, manual}, they must also collect information when the sequence
length is L for any higher prizes in that environment. To satisfy (Oπ2), if a participant collected
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information when the sequence length was L for prize P in environment E, then they must also
collect information when the prize is P in rounds with shorter sequence lengths L < L∗, because
they have a lower expected time cost.
A dataset has a costly information representation if it satisfies all the conditions jointly - (Oa),
(Oπ1), and (Oπ2).

Time cost
I interpret a participant’s reaction to attention costs under an assumption that expected attention
cost K(π) can be separated into time cost T (π) and cognitive cost C(π), so that K(π) = T (π)+C(π).
The automatic environment suppresses the cognitive requirement as much as possible, a participant
needs only to click a button every 10 seconds and the computer will eventually make a correct
prediction and win a prize with certainty. I normalize whatever cognitive requirement remains in
the automatic environment to C(π) = 0, and interpret the reaction to expected time across rounds.
In the automatic environment, for any prize P and sequence length L, a DM with a costly
information representation will choose to guess (π = π0 and a = g) when:
1
u(P ) − K(πL ) < 0
2

(1)

Likewise, a DM with a costly information representation will choose to make an informed prediction
(π = πL and a ∈ {r, b}) when:
1
u(P ) − K(πL ) > 0
2

(2)

The switching point from inattention to collecting information as P increases or L decreases
provide bounds on time cost T (π) in the automatic environment, and overall attention cost K(π)
in the manual environment. The difference between the attention costs and time cost yields an
implied cognitive cost; when this cognitive cost is negative I interpret it as a preference for choice
agency despite the added possibility of mistake.11 For presentation purposes these utility valued
bounds are presented as dollar values, under the assumption that the utility function is linear over
these small prize values.
One of the primary benefits of choosing action g is that no time cost is incurred. However, if this
experiment were to be conducted over a fixed time in a lab, then the relative benefit of saving time
11

Cognitive costs are presented on an adjusted basis, discounting the gross payoffs 12 u(P ) using the elicited mistake
probability q, but because the average observed cognitive costs are near zero the difference in results between the
belief-adjusted and naive interpretations is small.
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is very small if the participant must wait until all others are finished to receive payment. For this
reason, the experiment is available online to participants over a three day period through a unique
link. By doing this, it is expected that the participant will choose to complete the experiment at a
time when their opportunity cost is low relative to other times, but the marginal time cost of the
information collecting task in this remote setup is still greater than what it would be if they were
committed to sit in a lab for an hour.

3

Results

Implementation
In April-May 2021, participants were recruited through the SFU Experimental Economics Lab portal
to participate in an online experiment to be completed online at home over three days, beginning
with a 30 minute live video conference introduction. The introduction period included informed
consent and a live reading of the instructions with opportunities for questions. The attendance
requirement then ended and participants were told they could complete the experiment at any time
of their choosing.
104 participants completed the online introduction and received the show up fee, 101 participants
completed the experiment.12 Of these 101 participants, 37 proceeded through rounds in which time
costs were randomly ordered, and the remaining 64 faced time costs that increased by round.
There were no significant order effects between the two groups so they are pooled throughout the
paper. Participants earned an average variable pay of $19.91 while spending 34 minutes in the
information collecting process. A participant who spends no time collecting information is expected
to earn variable pay of $6.70 through correct guesses. So participants earn around $23.31 per hour
collecting information.13
A show up fee of $7 and comprehension quiz pay averaging $2.30 brought average payoffs above
$29 with an average time online of over one hour in total.14
I coded the experiment in python using oTree Chen et al. (2016) as an underlying structure
to capture data and distribute unique participant links for online participation, with a custom
javascript interface for the interactive information collecting stage.
12

Three participants opted out during the informed consent and instructions.
Marginal earnings of ($19.91-$6.70)= $13.21 per 34 minutes = $23.31 per hour.
14
Some players take long breaks between rounds so the most consistent measure of active time is the information
collecting time even though it is a lower bound.
13
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RESULT 1:

Participants behave as if they have a known attention cost function. The

median participant dataset requires fewer than 2% of choices dropped to be consistent
with the axioms, and 41% of participant datasets satisfy all axiomatic tests.
If participants in this experiment did not create state-dependent stochastic choice datasets that
can be rationalized by a costly information representation, then the data interpretation offered in
section 2 is tenuous. So the first question to answer is whether the model is suitable for this data,
and this is effectively a test of the theory and whether the experiment incentives worked as designed.
To satisfy (Oa) a participant must only choose a = g until the moment the state is revealed,
and after that time, must only make a correct prediction. To satisfy (Oπ1) a participant facing
sequence length L in environment E who chooses to collect information when the prize is P must
also collect information for any greater prize values. To satisfy (Oπ2) a participant facing prize
P in environment E who chooses to collect information when the sequence length is L must also
collect information for any shorter sequence lengths when the prize is P in environment E.

Optimal Information
If participants make optimal decisions in a costly information representation, the optimal information conditions (Oπ1) and (Oπ2) are satisfied for all possible comparisons in the dataset. In this
unlikely case, I could not reject the hypothesis of a costly information representation.
Under a null hypothesis that participants choose the binary IP L randomly and independently
with probability 12 , a failure of (Oπ1) will be generated with probability 14 , i.e., when IP L = 1 and
IP ∗L = 0.
There are

|P|2 −|P|
2

opportunities to fail equation (Oπ1) for any L, and

|L|2 −|L|
2

opportunities to

fail equation (Oπ2) for any P . With |P| = 20, |L| = 5, and two decision environments (automatic
or manual), This leaves 1900 opportunities to fail equation (Oπ1) and 400 opportunities to fail
equation (Oπ2) per participant.15
Participants overall fail 1.3% of tests of (Oπ1), and 71% of participants fail zero of the 1900
conditions (Oπ1) places on the data. Condition (Oπ1) requires a single switch in first stage choices
from not collecting information to collecting information as P increases within a single decision
page, a relatively low bar. Participants overall fail 7.3% of tests of (Oπ2) which requires a single
switch from collecting information to not collecting information as L increases across decision pages,
15

(190 conditions per sequence length L * 5 values of L * 2 environments; 10 conditions per price P *20 prices * 2
environments).
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and 58% of participants fail zero of the 400 conditions (Oπ2) places on the data.
Only three of 101 participants fail to reject a hypothesis of random binomial data generation in
favour of a one-tailed alternative hypothesis of fewer rejections, implying that 98 of 101 participants
generate choice datasets which are significantly closer to a costly information representation than
randomly generated data.16
I construct the predictive success measure inspired by Selten, treating each participant’s dataset
as an observation. This measure takes the proportion of participants whose choice data perfectly
satisfy (Oπ1) and (Oπ2) and subtracts the probability a randomly generated dataset would satisfy
the same conditions Demuynck and Hjertstrand (2019). Overall, 41% of participants satisfy all
2300 information conditions, versus a near zero probability of a random dataset satisfying those
conditions. The Selten score of 41% being positive suggests a costly information model has predictive
success for the first stage choice data.

Optimal Action
The experiment records the exact time when there is sufficient information to make a correct
prediction t¯i , as well as the participant’s decision time ti and action ai . The random information
collecting process is independent across participants, so t¯i varies by participant.
A costly information representation requires that any action observed is optimal given the posterior at the time of action. A participant who chooses an action at a time t < t¯i must choose
ai = g because it yields a prize with probability 51%, versus 50% probability when choosing ai = r
or ai = b. For any time t > t¯i , the posterior is either γ(R) = 1 or γ(R) = 0, and for these cases
(Oa) requires ai = r and ai = b, respectively. An (Oa) violation occurs before the state is revealed
if a participant chooses any to make any specific prediction, and an (Oa) violation occurs after the
state is revealed if a participant guesses or makes an incorrect prediction.
There are two information states that could be used to form a posterior, one that uses all data
drawn (the true information state), and one that only uses the observations the player clicked to
store in a data table. There is only one marginal violation in the entire sample using the stricter true
information state, suggesting participants are unlikely to be using their memory as a replacement
for the observation table.
Regardless of whether an action is chosen before or after the state has been revealed, only one
of the three available actions {r, b, g} is optimal, so a uniform random dataset would fail
16

The one-tailed test is conducted at a 0.025 significance level.
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or an

average of 6.67 of the 10 observed paid actions. The median participant failed zero of 10 (Oa)
conditions and the mean number of conditions failed was 0.77.
61% of participants satisfy all (Oa) conditions. The probability of one participant’s dataset
satisfying all (Oa) conditions if action choice is uniform random is ( 13 )10 ≈ 0. 24% of participants
pass all (Oπ) conditions and (Oa) conditions. Thus the overall Selten score is 24%.

Proportion of Data that is Consistent with Axioms
There is substantial literature on measuring the variation in observed choice datasets from an
axiomatic standard (see Demuynck and Hjertstrand (2019) for a review of measures and recent
advances in their computation). One of the common measures of a dataset is the Houtman-Maks
Index (HMI) which measures the maximal proportion of choices that can collectively satisfy every
condition of (Oπ1) and (Oπ2) (or analogously drops the fewest observations to have a consistent
dataset).17 I calculate an HMI specific to the information collecting choices, and another using
all choices which includes the 10 conditions on paid actions imposed by (Oa) (Oa). The median
HMI(information) among participants is 0.99 and median HMI(all) is 0.98; this high degree of
consistency suggests that I may interpret those few observations that fail one of the costly information axioms as mistakes. In a sample of uniform randomly generated datasets, the median
HMI(information) is 0.63 and median HMI(all) is 0.61.
After computing the HMI for each participant’s information collecting choices, there is a set of
observations that, if omitted, leaves a dataset that is fully consistent with (Oπ).18 If a dropped
observation was a choice to collect information – IP L = 1 – it is recorded as suboptimal attention
(SA), and if a dropped observation was a choice to be inattentive – IP L = 0 – it is recorded as
suboptimal inattention (SI). Some participants have multiple subsets of the same size that satisfy
the costly information representation axioms, one subset that involves dropping a 0 and one that
involves dropping a 1. These ambiguous cases are not included in the counts of IA and SI. The top
row of Figure 3 shows that of the actions categorized as mistakes in the 10 paid rounds, 22 of 331
can be described as errors at the first stage. These cases saw a participant make a decision deemed
“suboptimal” relative to the preponderance of their other information collecting decisions; of these
15 were cases of SI and 7 were cases of SA. Figure 4 shows there were 8 cases of SI – 5% of mistakes
17

Tests of GARP often prefer the money-metric critical cost efficiency index (CCEI) for goodness of fit because it
measures the dollar cost of errors, but that is less appropriate in this context because the budget constraint is known
in the GARP context and the attention cost function is not in this context.
18
This omitted set is one interpretation of the set of attention allocation violations the participant made ex ante,
taking the maximal consistent dataset as the true preference.
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– and 2 cases of SA – preceding 1% of mistakes – in the five manual rounds.
I prefer to use data from the five manual rounds when discussing the proportion of mistakes
because the five automatic rounds restrict the participant from incorrectly choosing a = b or a = r,
and thus eliminates some types of mistakes. Only one type of ineffective attention is possible in
the automatic environment – a participant can fail to click a relevant observation in the 10-second
window, then stop collecting information and guess before the observation is drawn again.19 This is
distinct from dynamic inconsistency, where a participant starts the information collecting process
but stops and guesses before the relevant observation is ever drawn.
RESULT 2:

The majority of mistakes are caused by optimal inattention, but inef-

fective attention and dynamic inconsistency are significant sources of mistakes which
occur after the choice to collect information.
This experiment is designed to monitor the information state and the implied posterior at all
times, and these data allow me to differentiate between causes of mistakes. A costly information
representation can rationalize many mistakes as optimal ex ante, but it can not rationalize dynamic
inconsistency and ineffective attention, which occur after the choice to collect information.
If information were costless every participant would be predicted to collect information and
make a perfect prediction in every round. So a mistake is any guess or any incorrect prediction, as
either fails to maximize the gross payoff. When attention is costly however, a large number of ex
ante choices to guess are in fact OI, as they optimally trade off the costs and benefits of attention.
If a mistake is not an (Oa) violation, then the participant’s action was the best choice given the
information state, and this implies the participant chose to guess at a time when the posterior was
uninformative. If the relevant first stage choice for that round was IP L = 0 and this observation is
not among the subset dropped in the process of estimating the HMI, it is classified as being caused
by OI. However observations of IP L = 0 that needed to be dropped to form a costly information
representation are interpreted as suboptimal inattention (SI), as the majority of similar choices
imply the participant’s benefits of collecting information exceeded their costs. Likewise, If the
relevant first stage choice for that round was IP L = 1, the participant’s choice can be classified as
suboptimal attention or optimal attention based on whether it was included in the largest dataset
fully consistent with (Oπ).
If a mistake is also an (Oa) violation, it implies the action was not optimal given the information
19

This type of fail-to-click ineffective attention occurred 5 times in the 5 automatic rounds.
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Figure 2: All Observed Choices by Stage
101 participants over 10 paid rounds
state. A mistake where the participant failed to interpret the posterior into the optimal action is
classified as ineffective attention (NA). Ineffective attention implies the information state was fully
revealed and the participant made an incorrect prediction or guessed, or made a specific prediction
without information that would change their prior.
The remaining type of mistake has a participant choose to collect information, but then choose to
guess in the second stage before any information is revealed. This is a form of dynamic inconsistency
but is not an (Oa) error. These participants’ previous selves wanted to collect information, but when
they reached the information collecting they quit early. This experiment is not sufficient to test
whether the participant faced an unanticipated shock to time costs during the second stage, or if
they were previously naive about their future self, or if there was some other cause of their dynamic
inconsistency. But it is a distinct cause of mistakes worth separating from ineffective attention.
Figure 4 shows that 132 of 175 mistakes (75%) in the manual environment can be explained
as OI. 12% of these errors are observed after a participant chooses to collect information but then
fails to interpret the given information (NA). Another 8% are driven by participants who choose to
18

Figure 3: Classifying Mistakes: All Choices
101 participants make 331 choices a full information observer would deem a mistake. Note that
ineffective attention is impossible in the Automatic Environment.
collect information in the first stage, but then choose to guess after incurring some time cost and no
marginal information in the second stage (dynamic inconsistency). The remaining 5% of mistakes
are driven by suboptimal inattention in the first stage, where a participant made several choices to
collect information for lower prizes and one difficult-to-explain choice to guess for a larger prize.
RESULT 3:

Participants make low-cost mistakes; observed mistakes are only 30% as

costly as mistakes in randomly generated data. While any non-optimal action is an (Oa)
violation, their expected costs take three different values, measured as a change in prize probability.
If a participant chooses a = b or a = r when the posterior γ(R) = 21 , her probability of winning a
prize decreases from 51% to 50%, for a loss of 1pp. If a participant chooses a = g when γ(R) = 1,
her probability of winning a prize decreases from 100% to 51%, for a loss of 49pp. Finally, if a
participant chooses a = r when γ(R) = 0 or a = b when γ(R) = 1, her probability decreases from
100% to 0%, for a loss of 100pp. Experiment participants make less costly errors than a set of
errors generated by a random dataset. 75% of participant (Oa) violations are the 1pp variety, 22%
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Figure 4: Classifying Mistakes: Manual Choice Environment.
101 participants over 5 paid Manual rounds.
are the 49pp variety, and 3% are 100pp mistakes. The mean participant (Oa) violation costs 15pp,
versus an average cost of 50pp from a randomly generated dataset. Assuming linear prize utility,
this implies that the average participant violation of (Oa) cost a minimum of $0.39 in expectation
while a randomly generated violation costs more than three times as much, with a minimum of
$1.31.20
It is difficult to assign a monetary value to the cost of a mistake caused by dynamic inconsistency,
because rather than failing to maximize the probability of a prize, a participant failed to minimize
their attention costs for a given prize probability. These participants enter the information collecting
stage and incur at least 10 seconds of time cost, but ultimately choose to guess, which they could
have done in the first stage with no time cost incurred.
20
This minimum is based on the unconditional expectation of prize value, but a player in the attention stage knows
that none of the prize values for which they chose to guess were chosen for payment, so the expected prize conditional
on reaching the attention stage is higher for participants who pay less attention at lower prize values.
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RESULT 4:

The majority of attention cost is time cost, and estimated time costs in

the first stage are negatively correlated with time spent in the second stage. Average
cognitive costs are near zero. Belief-adjusted cognitive costs are negative, implying a
preference to manually make a choice.
I perform within-subject analysis to estimate cognitive costs by comparing analogous choices
in the manual and automatic environments. The manual environment requires data interpretation
before action selection and so plausibly affects cognitive costs, while the automatic environment
only incurs a time cost as there is no potential for making a mistake in action selection.
i (auto), I i (manual)) can take, each providing
There are four possible values that the pair (Ipl
pl

different information on the cognitive and time costs of the participant:
1. (Ipl (auto), Ipl (manual)) = (0, 0) is the “no attention” case with implied high attention costs,
implying T (πl ) ≥ 12 u(p) and C(πl ) ≥ 12 u(p) − T (πl ).
2. (Ipl (auto), Ipl (manual)) = (1, 1) is the “always attention” case with implied low attention
costs, implying T (πl ) ≤ 12 u(p) and C(πl ) ≤ 21 u(p) − T (πl ).
3. (Ipl (auto), Ipl (manual)) = (1, 0) is the “doesn’t like puzzles” case where the participant will
let the computer interpret data but will not do it manually, implying low time costs relative
to cognitive costs: T (πl ) ≤ 12 u(p) and C(πl ) ≥ 0.
4. (Ipl (auto), Ipl (manual)) = (0, 1) is the “prefers puzzles” case where the participant will not
let the computer interpret data but will do it manually, implying a negative cognitive cost:
T (πl ) ≥ 21 u(p) and C(πl ) ≤ 0.
A costly information representation implies a cutoff strategy over prizes for any given sequence
length and environment; the cutoff prize value where a participant begins to collect information can
be estimated by the sum of all first stage (ex ante) information choices for a given round’s attention
cost L. This proxy maintains every participant’s intended probability of reaching the information
collecting stage without selectively dropping any observation, and identifies the cutoff perfectly for
P
those participant rounds when no observations fail (Oπ). If p Ipl = n, this proxy is interpreted as
the participant being willing to collect information for the n largest prizes and not willing for the
(20 − n) smallest prizes. This allows for upper and lower bound identification of attention costs. In
utility terms, it implies 21 u(p20−n ) ≤ T (π4 ) ≤ 21 u(p21−n ). Assuming u(P ) = P over the prize values,
I can estimate a dollar value of time cost from a participant’s first stage choices in the automatic
21

environment, and by using the expected time in minutes, calculate the implied reservation wage.21
Estimated time costs from ex ante first stage decisions are negatively correlated with the ex
post time spent collecting information conditional on reaching the information collecting stage
(ρ = −0.45, p = 0.000003). This is further evidence that participants do in fact respond to
unobserved personal time costs in a way that aligns with my interpretation of the data.
Figure 5 displays the aggregated estimates of attention and time cost. Average time cost is
positive and increasing in expected time. Average cognitive cost is near zero, implying indifference
between making ones own prediction in the manual environment relative to letting the computer
predict in the automatic environment. Participants pay attention equally often in manual and
automatic rounds, implying time is the primary driver of choice. However, there is substantial
heterogeneity in cognitive cost, with many participants displaying preference for manual predictions over automatic, a negative-valued cognitive cost. A negative-valued cognitive cost may be
interpreted as a preference for choice agency despite the weakly greater probability of mistake.
In the manual environment, participants report a belief of their own error rate in an incentive
compatible mechanism. This means that the gross benefit of paying attention in the manual environment is weakly less than in the automatic environment because there is a possibility of making
a mistake, and this reduces the prize probability conditional on choosing to pay attention. The
naive and adjusted cognitive costs are both displayed in Figure 5. Cognitive costs are small in all
cases, zero in the naive case and slightly negative in the belief-adjusted cased. This implies that
participants prefer the manual rounds after adjusting the gross benefit to account for the probability that they could make a mistake; this could be interpreted a preference for choice agency or
a preference to complete the puzzle over mindlessly clicking while waiting for a computer to do
so. An equally plausible explanation for this pattern of choices is that participants are naive to
inclusion of their mistake probability in their first stage attention choice and indifferent between the
two environments. In either case, it is the time cost rather than the cognitive portion of attention
costs acting as the key driver of behaviour in this environment.

21

Linearity over small prizes is not a substantially stronger assumption than a general expected utility representation
Rabin (2000).
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Figure 5: Implied Average Time Costs and Cognitive Costs
The implied time cost from choices is increasing in the expected attention time by round. Cognitive
costs are not a key driver of choices. 10% confidence intervals.

4

Related Literature

A number of models beginning with Sims (2003) focus on the optimal choice of information for a
consumer with a bounded ability to obtain information. Sims’ decision maker makes an information
choice modeled as a reduction in Shannon entropy, and Matejka and McKay (2014) use this setup
to derive new foundations for the multinomial logit as a model of discrete choice probabilities.22
Modeling information as Shannon entropy however faces the drawback of using a single choice
parameter, and more recent theoretical contributions consider broader types of attention choices
22

This contrasts McFadden (1973) who had originally founded the multinomial logit model as resulting from IID
unobserved errors on consumer utility.
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including random attention Aguiar et al. (2021); Cattaneo et al. (2020), consideration sets Manzini
and Mariotti (2007, 2014), and sparse attention Gabaix (2014); Enke (2017); Caplin et al. (2018). I
am agnostic to the specific formulation of attention costs and so I build my testable conditions using
the approach of Caplin and Dean (2015), whose general attention cost function K() can incorporate
all of the above formulations of attention cost.
There is a growing literature that uses non-choice data to learn about consumer decision processes, including Fenig et al. (2018) which is focused on identifying consumer beliefs. Bartoš et al.
(2016) conduct a resume study that directly measured attention through computer clicks and other
non-choice data in job and housing markets. Like these authors, I rely on button clicks in the second
stage to directly measure attention, which is an inexpensive alternative to eye-tracking and other
costly physiological measures of attention.
This experiment was inspired by the approach of Dean and Neligh (2019) who also asked participants to discern a binary state using red and blue shapes. This experiment expands on their
design; Dean and Neligh infer the intensity of a participant’s attention based on the accuracy of the
final action choice, while I instead directly measure the intent to pay attention in the first stage and
the information collected through the button clicks in the second stage. The separation of the first
two stages allows me to identify dynamic inconsistency as a source of mistakes, and unlike Dean
and Neligh I can distinguish between inattention and ineffective attention.
The experiment by Martı́nez-Marquina et al. (2018) uses novel treatment variation to separate
out two drivers of consumer choice to be inattentive in uncertain situations. They show that
complexity (cognitive costs) and certainty are two distinct drivers of a consumer’s choice to be
inattentive, my experiment environment is simpler and finds weak effects of cognitive costs. Dean
and Martin (2016) measure rationality with the minimum cost of violations, I similarly bound
attention costs assuming rationality of decision makers and find time cost accounts for the majority
of variation in participant choices to collect information.

5

Discussion

I introduce an experimental methodology that enables isolation of several confounding explanations
for mistakes by a consumer who has the choice to trade off attention costs for information that
enables a better choice. When all uncertainty about the costs and benefits of attention are removed
– the automatic rounds – a participant’s ex ante choices to collect information provide bounds on
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their personal time costs. The manual rounds introduce a potential for ineffective attention by
forcing the participant to interpret information and make an action choice; these choices provide
information to bound the participant’s subjective cognitive effort. These bounds allow for the 75%
mistakes caused by optimal inattention to be distinguished from those that are caused by ineffective
attention (12% of mistakes in this experiment) or suboptimal inattention (5% of mistakes). Dynamic
inconsistency causes the remaining 8% of mistakes, when a participant said collecting information
was worth the cost ex ante, but then quit after incurring some time cost and before receiving any
information. The data supports the notion that many or even most mistakes can be explained as a
result of optimal inattention, but even in this simple environment a substantial number of mistakes
are driven by errors at the information collecting and processing stages. Given the simplicity of
the experiment, the observed rates of dynamic inconsistency and ineffective attention might be
interpreted as lower bounds on these effects in more complicated contexts. Researchers looking to
explain or improve choices in domains with substantial information requirements should consider
dynamic inconsistency and ineffective attention as potential causes of sub-optimal choice.
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Appendices
Appendix A

Applying Model Axioms

Each action a is a mapping from the state space Ω to a prize space X. Formally, F = X Ω is the
grand set of actions and F ≡ {A ⊂ F ||A| < ∞} is the grand set of decision problems. I model
the DM as choosing an information structure π : Ω → ∆(Γ) which is a stochastic mapping from
objective states of the world to subjective signals. Like Caplin and Dean (2015), I identify each
subjective signal with its associated posterior beliefs γ ∈ Γ = ∆(Ω). Let Γ(π) denote the set of
possible posteriors when using information structure π.
A state dependent stochastic choice dataset (D, P ) is a collection of decision problems D ⊂ F and
a related set of state dependent stochastic choice functions P = {PA }A∈D where PA : Ω → ∆(A).
Denote PA (a|ω) as the probability the DM chooses action a conditional on state ω in decision
problem A, and P̂A (a|ω) its experimental analogue.
Denote the gross payoff of using information structure π in decision problem A as G(A|π), which
can be very generally defined as:


X  X
X
G(A, π) =
µ(ω)π(γ|ω)
max
γ(ω)u(a(ω))
(3)
γ∈Γ(π)

a∈{r.b.g}

ω∈{R,B}

ω∈{R,B}

The first term in brackets captures the probability of a posterior given the information structure
chosen, and the second term in brackets captures the gross benefit of choosing the optimal action
given the posterior.
Caplin and Dean (2015) suppose that a DM has an information cost function K(), an attention
function πA which captures the DM’s choice of information structure in a given decision problem
A, and a choice function CA : Γ(πA ) → ∆(A) which maps posterior beliefs to action probabilities.
Caplin and Dean (2015) state that a state dependent stochastic choice dataset (D, P ) has a costly
information representation if there exists K(), πA (), CA () such that for all A ∈ D:
1. Information is optimal: πA ∈ arg maxπ∈Π {G(A, π) − K(π)}
2. Choices are optimal: Given CA (a|γ) > 0:
P
P
ω∈Ω γ(ω)u(a(ω)) ≥
ω∈Ω γ(ω)u(b(ω)) for all b ∈ A
P
3. The data is matched: PA (a|ω) = γ∈Γ(πA ) πA (γ|ω)CA (a|γ)
Caplin and Dean (2015) show a state dependent stochastic choice dataset (D,P) has a costly
information representation if and only if it satisfies the testable criteria No Improving Attention
Cycles (NIAC) and No Improving Action Switches (NIAS). NIAC is a property of the entire dataset
(D, P ) and requires that there could be no gross payoff improvement by reassigning the chosen
information structures across decision problems. NIAS is a property of each decision problem, and
requires that the observed actions chosen are optimal given the revealed posterior beliefs of the DM.

NIAS violations
NIAS is a property of each decision problem, and requires that the observed actions chosen are optimal given the revealed posterior beliefs of the DM. Given µ ∈ Γ, A ∈ D, PA ∈ P , and a ∈Supp(PA ),
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a ∈ Γ is defined by:
the revealed posterior γ̄A
a
γ̄A
(ω) ≡ P r(ω|a chosen from A)
µ(ω)PA (a|ω)
P
ν∈Ω µ(ν)PA (a|ν)

One formulation of the NIAS condition is given in Caplin and Dean (2015) equation (3): For
any A ∈ D, a ∈ Supp(PA ), and b ∈ A:
X
X
a
a
γ̄A
(ω)u(a(ω)) ≥
γ̄A
(ω)u(b(ω))
(4)
ω∈Ω

ω∈Ω

A violation of the NIAS condition in an experimental dataset implies that the DM failed to
choose the optimal action given their posterior beliefs γ in some decision problem A. One example
of a NIAS violation is when a posterior belief is strong enough that the optimal action is a prediction
(e.g., if γ(R) = 1, the optimal a = r) and the DM is observed to choose one of the suboptimal
actions b or g. I interpret such a violation of NIAS as ineffective attention; the choice of π may
have been ex ante optimal, but the DMs use of the information was not effective.
NIAC is a property of the entire dataset and requires that there could be no gross payoff
improvement by reassigning the chosen information structures across decision problems.

NIAC violations
Caplin and Dean (2015) define the NIAC as follows: Given µ and u : X → R, dataset (D, P )
satisfies NIAC if, for any set of decision problems A1 , A2 , ..., AJ ∈ D with AJ = A1 :
J−1
X
j=1

G(Aj , π̄Aj ) ≥

J−1
X

G(Aj , π̄Aj+1 )

(5)

j=1

A violation of the NIAC condition (5) in an experimental dataset would suggest that the DM
failed to allocate attention efficiently across decision problems.

Costly Information Representation: Translating to this Experiment Context
In the simple context of this experiment the second term in 3 in brackets is equal to u(P ) when the
state is known (γ(R) =∈ {0, 1}) and is equal to 21 u(P ) when the state is not known (γ(R) = 21 ).
The space of posteriors is restricted, with |Γ(π0 )| = 1 and |Γ(πL )| = 3 with piL (γ = 21 |ω) → 0
as the information sample gets large. Thus, if a participant only enters the attention stage with
an intention of waiting for a signal that changes the posterior, the gross attention benefit of any
decision problem A is drastically simplified to:

G(A, πl ) = u(P ) if πl 6= π0
1
G(A, π0 ) = u(P )
2
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By considering π0 (guessing) as the default action, the gross marginal benefit of paying attention
in this context is:
1
G∗ (A, πl ) = u(P )
(6)
2
A DM has a costly information representation Caplin and Dean (2015) if they both (i) make ex
ante optimal choices of attention structure given expected costs and benefits ( πA ∈Parg maxπ∈Π {G(A, π)−
K(π)}), and (ii) their chosen action a is optimal given their observed information ( ω∈{R,B} γ(ω)u(a(ω)) ≥
P
ω∈{R,B} γ(ω)u(b(ω)) for all b ∈ A). If a participant behaves in this way, any ‘mistake’ must be
case of Rational Inattention, because (i) rules out irrational inattention and (ii) rules out ineffective
attention. These conditions are difficult to test directly because the attention cost K() is unobserved. However in this experiment context these conditions can be simplified to those used in the
main text:
1
2
a = r ⇐⇒ γ(R) = 1

a = g ⇐⇒ γ(R) =

(Oa)

a = b ⇐⇒ γ(R) = 0
Iple ≤ Ip∗le

∀p, p∗ ∈ P s.t

Iple ≥ Ipl∗e

p < p∗;

∀l, l∗ ∈ L s.t

∀l ∈ L ∀e ∈ {auto, manual}

l < l∗;
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∀e ∈ {auto, manual}

(Oπ1)
(Oπ2)

Appendix B

Additional Screenshots

Figure 6: Instructions about beliefs.
Displayed before the first round of type B.
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Figure 7: The belief input screen.
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Figure 8: Final results screen displaying the outcome of each round and total payoff.
The final four columns show how the payment method for Type M rounds was determined by the
stated belief b, and random values t and x. If (1 − t/100) > b the prize is determined by a lottery
instead of prediction; if x/100 > b the participants wins the lottery prize.
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Appendix C

Experiment Instructions

Participants sign on to a live zoom meeting to complete ID check, consent form, and read the
instructions aloud and take questions. The meeting ends after the instructions and they have until
23:59 two days ahead to complete the experiment. They can exit and return with saved progress
using a secure link through generated by oTree Chen et al. (2016).
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